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Classic, Rare Collectibles

Willmann’s
Prediction

Chest
A very rare collectible that still
plays well today.  Made back
in the 1930’s and is a true
collector’s item today.

The per former makes a
prediction of an event that has
not yet happened.  When the
chest is opened the prediction
is correct!

Excellent condition for its age.   Comes complete with keys and routine.  Own a
piece of magical history!  Hard to find!

$2,000

Owen
Anniversary

Prediction Chest
This classic is the ultimate
mentalist routine for predicting
the results of anything!

At the opportune time, the
audience now opens the chest
and inside is a brass box that is
locked and when opened... lo &
behold… the prediction matches
the mentalist’s thoughts!

Everything can be inspected. This has to be one of the finest ultimate mentalist
routines!  (Many man hours go into the making of this fine effect)!  Like NEW!
Comes complete with chest, keys and brass box!

$3,000

The routines for both are the same.

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/owen-anniversary-prediction-chest/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/willmanns-prediction-chest/
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Available Again—Louie Gaynor

Locking Flap Slates
No Magnets

The most ingenious locking set of
slates for producing two sets of writing
ever invented!  The slates are
innocent-looking and can be handled
by spectators without fear of detection.
Writing appears on both sides of the
blank slates while being held by
spectator.

Spirit Writing At Its Best!  Lock flap slates have been hard to find for years, as
sometimes they appear only for a short time and then are gone!

Slates are handmade by Louie Gaynor for Stevens Magic Emporium
and have the complete look of innocence. They look as though school
children had used them.

Own a set now while you have a chance.  The “gaff” on these slates is incredible
for sure.  Erasable chalk board surfaces.  Each slate is made of solid oak with heavy
lacquer finish.  Strong glued and screwed mitered corners for many years of use!
Each slates measures 10 x 8 inches.  Comes complete with chalk and carrying
bag for the slates.  The price is right for this miraculous effect!

These slates are of the highest quality—do not make the mistake of thinking they
are like what has previously been available in the magic market.

For more products by Louie Gaynor, exclusively available at Stevens Magic, go to
our website and search for: Louie Gaynor.

$150

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/locking-flap-slates-non-magnetic/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Triple Split Poker

Chip Morgan
Taking things one-step-beyond! This is a
beautiful coin set constructed from John Jurney
featuring exceptionally realistic Morgan replica
coins. The routine options available are endless
with respect to the possible applications one
could execute with this set. Because they are
silver dollar-sized, they are highly visible.  This
makes the transformations from silver to any
one of the three different colored chips—
stunningly visual. The three colored chips are
black, red and green.

The price is really good when you consider the
amount of time and effort that goes into making
such a set—especially if you compare these to
other similar effects.

All the coins have been treated with Teflon to
allow for the easiest glides and movements.
This set comes with on-line instructions
where you can access a video tutorial and
performance.

$75

The Orne Experiments
By Todd Landman

Ideomotor Response is without question both tragically
underused in the art and arguably the closest thing to
real magic! This is mandatory reading for anyone seriously
interested in the study of any one of three features. This book
highlights a series of experiments and further developments
carried out by Professor Martin Orne and Professor Todd
Landman initially conducted in 1985. The experiments address
the psychological and parapsychological phenomena of
ideomotor response, age regression, hypermnesia and ESP.  These
experiments adhered to scientific conditions and methodological standards.  That is
just one reason why this should be mandatory reading for anyone seriously interested
in these fields. As this account summaries the results and discusses the implications
for our understanding of the human mind.

Sections in book—I: The Original Orne Experiments, II: Ideomotor
Response and Age Regression, III: Memory Work and IV:  Summary and
Implications.  Book is softcoved with 63 pages.

 $45

JUST MADE THE CATALOG!JUST MADE THE CATALOG!JUST MADE THE CATALOG!JUST MADE THE CATALOG!JUST MADE THE CATALOG!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/triple-split-poker-chip-morgan-set/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-orne-experiments-todd-landman/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Coin Thru Bill
Exponential

Morgan
Incredible price coupled with
incredible quality, topped off by
something truly unique and
amazing! We have NEVER seen
a gaff like this before.  This is a
custom MORGAN REPLICA
crafted coin made by hand

by John Jurney.  We are excited to be working with
John again exclusively… NO QUESTION this will be a
TOP Seller at Stevens Magic for a long time to come.

Previous versions have never pushed the barriers like this
product has.  You can actually show the coin on “both”
sides of the bill!  There is no way to dispute that the coin
has visually penetrated the bill. Equally there is no way to
dispute that, when handed out at the end of the
performance, the bill is fully intact!

NOTE: Features TWO Morgan high quality replica Coins (one gimmicked and
one regular), that look and feel so real it will even fool you!

$45
Coin Coalition

Eisenhower
If you’re looking for something unique
and different, you have found it with
John Jurney’s Coin Coalition. Each
set comes with video links where you
can watch the tutorial.

With this set, you can vanish and make coins reappear as well as perform various
transpositions. Eisenhower Coins Changes to 1 Yen Coins VISUALLY!

This is a complete package that will allow you to
perform miracles at any given moment. The
routines range from beginner to advanced and
John takes you through step-by-step instructions.

Productions—Vanishes—Transpositions—Coins
Jumping from Hand to Hand! Highly Visual Magic
that is tried and tested by John himself.

Special Price...$90

Seller!

Seller!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-thru-bill-exponential-morgan-jurney/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-coalition-eisenhower/
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Magic Wagon Presents...
Runes Of  Nefertiti

The performer shows a beautiful wooden
stand displaying four brass plaques. Each
plaque depicts a different Egyptian symbol.
While he turns away, four spectators each
remove one plaque from the stand, remember
its symbol and hide it anywhere it cannot be
seen. When this is done, the performer turns
around and shows the stand on all sides to
prove that it is absolutely opaque and solid.
The performer then reveals to each spectator
which Egyptian symbol they have selected and
hidden from view!

Routine 2: While the performer’s back is
turned, one spectator is invited to place each
of the brass plaques into different pockets.
The performer then turns around and
correctly names the symbol that the spectator
has hidden in each pocket!

The effect is completely self-contained with
no electronics or outside gimmicks used in
any way!  The effect can be performed in full
view and the stand never leaves the sight of
the spectator, not for an instant!  There is
absolutely no force or elimination of any kind!

Hundreds of hours have gone into the
development of this ingenious mechanical
stand. The engineering behind this is
absolutely brilliant, and a lot of workmanship
has gone into making one of these due to the
method involved.

The stand measures approximately 2 x 7 x 2
inches (15cms wide, 18cms high and
5.5cms), deep and has been completely
handcrafted from natural aged teak wood with
a lightly distressed oil finish. The brass plaques
measure approximately 3 X 1.4 inches
(7.5cms long and 3.5cms wide) and are
beautifully engraved with Egyptian symbols.

Special thanks to Mr. Tony Curtis for coming up with the name of
this effect.

$270

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/runes-of-nefertiti-magic-wagon/
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Amazing & Baffling

Expanded - Shimmed
Quarter With Bonus

This allows you to completely cover a
regular quarter and make the switch.
Even better, it comes with a gold colored
quarter so you can perform a visual color
change or use the shell for other
imaginative reasons.

This Expanded/Shimmed Quarter Shell fits over a regular quarter and can be
used for a variety of coin tricks, from Coin Matrix to vanishes and transposition
effects. Routines can be found online, in books and on DVDs.  A shim has been
added to this coin shell so it can be used with the Raven® magic trick, magnetic
cards or magnetic pencils and similar devices. Perform amazing vanishes, changes
and transformations!

Bonus! This Expanded/Shimmed Quarter Shell comes with a matching Gold
Plated Quarter and instructions for The Midas Touch—a routine that uses a Raven.

$29.50

Sean Scott’s
Roaming

No text can detail the power of this effect,
we urge you view the video demonstration
on our website.  Roaming is a ground-breaking
levitation system that is absolutely unique! It is as
close to real magic as you can get!

Spectators observe you plug your headphones into
your phone. You let go of the phone leaving it
suspended in the space in front of you, attached
only to the cord. It is pulled through space as it

rotates, dives, ascends and stops on a dime in almost any direction. You then
make the phone float through a hoop made from the headphone cord looking as
if some new phenomenal technology is allowing the phone to defy gravity. Next,
you unplug the headphones from the phone. It then flies from the right to the left
hand with no cords attached or visible means of support.

You can use your own headphones.  You can even borrow a phone or table—if
desired.  There is also a phase where you can float the phone without wearing the
headphones.  The phone can float in virtually any direction.  Can be performed
surrounded.

“Sean Scott is the creator I want to be. He takes visual effects and gives them
devious methods. The first time I saw Roaming I thought the phone was a
fish floating through the air like it was a pond!” --Justin Flom

$120

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roaming-sean-scott/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/expanded-quarter-shell-shimmed/
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Viking Magic Presents...
Wooden Marlin

Cups
2 Versions

A wonderful set of custom
made Walnut or Cherry cordial
cups produced by the
craftsmen at Collector’s
Workshop.

This is a mini version of the Midas
Cups (also available at Stevens
Magic). The performer drops four
quarters into one cup and when
inverted only three coins drop out.
The second cup is lifted, which reveals

the missing coin. This is repeated with another coin joining the previous coin
under the other cup.

One by one, the coins travel invisibly from one cordial cup to the other.  Finally,
the performer slides a cup (mouth down) across the table leaving a trail of dimes,
which stretches across his close-up pad!

This is an elegant and magical transposition, which only requires your time to
learn.  The cups and coins provided do most of the work for you.

Comes complete with two hand-turned wooden cups, special coins, final load
gimmick, bag for storage and complete instructions.  You can choose from
either Walnut or Cherry wood.

A Coin Worker’s Deight!      $129

Cherry Walnut

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marlin-cups-walnut/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marlin-cups-walnut/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marlin-cups-cherry/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marlin-cups-cherry/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marlin-cups-walnut/
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Available Again!
Euro Card Box

Our Euro Card Box will allow you to
vanish, exchange and appear a playing
card and MORE!  The newly designed
Euro Card Box will now hold a full-
sized poker deck in the box!

Unquestionably one of the finest card
boxes on the market. Made of select
hardwoods, magnetic locking flap plus
a couple of excellent effects in the
instructions.

You will be able to perform real miracles
with the aid of this superior prop. Cause cards, bills, business cards to vanish,
change or appear. Do a torn and restored card effect; billet reading, predictions,
and even spirit writing, all with the help of this simple looking prop.

One special feature is that you can open and close the box without worrying
about tripping the gimmick. Use this to hold your deck and then floor them with
a fantastic effect. Various routines included in the instructions. Beautiful walnut
box with hand rubbed finish.

$65

Joe Berg’s
Menta Card Box

Plus
A spectator shuffles an
unprepared deck of cards

which is placed by him, face down
in a walnut box just large enough

to hold it.

The box is closed and held by the
spectator. The performer, standing several

feet away names the uppermost card in the
box. Box is opened by the spectator and the

prediction verified by showing the card to all!  The performer now repeats the feat
with several more cards, all predictions are 100% correct!

Points To Remember: a genuine ungimmicked deck is used, spectator shuffles
the cards, no physical forcing or prompting by the performer, no peeks and no
questions asked.  Self contained, supplied with all props including Bicycle Deck.
Made in typical Viking quality, complete with several other outstanding routines.

 $69

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/euro-card-box-magnetic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/menta-card-box-plus-vikingberg/
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Hindu Cups
& Balls Set

These cups are truly the
finest turned Hindu
Cups ever available to
the Magic Fraternity.

The cups are handturned
out of Asian Mahogany and
are 2.5 inches tall and 3-inch
in diameter.  And all three
cups have the added feature
of being CHOP CUPS!  Imagine the possibilities!

Set comes with three wooded handturned cups, special set of knit balls (4 magnetic,
4 non-magnetic), hand-crafted matching wand, Jadu bag (acts as your “hidden assistant”
which will allow you to perform as the Hindu’s do; bag also acts as storage for your
set) and complete instructions.

$149

Available Again!
Locking Card Box

Locking Card Box is a variation of
the Euro Card Box, but with a unique
feature. The flap is locked into the lid,
but can be released at your command.
Simply give the brass knob a slight
twist.

Our Locking Card Box offers the
same large space that will
accommodate an entire deck of cards
in their case. The hidden
compartment will hold up to five cards.
Once triggered, the flap is
magnetically locked in place and may
be examined if need be.

Constructed of the finest walnut with brass accents. There is no finer Locking
Card Box on the market, especially at this price.

$125

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/locking-card-box/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hindu-cups-and-ball-set-with-wand/
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 Collapsing Top Hat
Silk top hats for years cost from $200 on up, now a new breakthrough in production
allows us to offer this top-quality top hat at a “super” price!  Sturdy, works every
time and is the size of a standard top hat. Also known as Opera Hat. Features
metal sprins not plastic!

$35

 Professional
Juggling Clubs

Great fun for all ages!  Clubs are 17.5 inches tall.
These are precision juggler’s clubs that feature safe,
soft rubber tips with an ‘easy grip’ finish.

Three perfectly balanced, easy-to-grip clubs, with
illustrated instructions.  Juggle for fun and learn a
simple routine to get you started. Comes with the
routine!  Great for Christmas Gifts!

Great Price...$18

Quality Props
Vanishing Coke Bottle

The Vanishing Coke Bottle began with the
Weller bottles, then Himber produced his version
and later the Nielsen bottles.

This is a beautiful empty vinyl Coke bottle that
can be instantly vanished in a paper bag (or
wherever you wish). Looks like real glass. Very
good quality imported from Germany.

$45

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vanishing-coke-bottle
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/juggling-clubs/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/collapsing-top-hat-opera-hat/
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Unknown Mentalist Presents...
Psych Aerious Pro

A participant is asked to mentally think of a 
word from the Psych Aerious Card. Not 
only does the performer reveal the final word, 
but they also seem to know all the participant 
passed through from the beginning to the 
ending of their thought process.  A 
mysterious concept of Psych Aerious is 
introduced and explained, which makes the

routine more baffling and the impact more powerful. A set of four small cards, 
which can easily fit in a wallet, are used as interesting props.

This routine can be performed anytime, anywhere to anyone. Nothing to reset and 
instantly repeatable with a different outcome each time. The Psych Aerious Cards 
are very cleverly designed and are completely examinable. No sleights. No preshow. 
No stooges. Very easy to perform, as it is fully self-working. Can be performed 
almost immediately after reading the instructions.

Note: This is a combination product. You will get the download instructions after 
you have paid. Refer to your order confirmation e-mail and look for a place where 
you can click to download the instructions.  Save that e-mail. The physical product 
will then be mailed to you.  PLEASE ENSURE YOU HAVE AN EMAIL TO 
PURCHASE THIS PRODUCT.

$30
Square Skills & Thrills

What you get: Three special gimmicks and a 2-in-1 PDF
of numerous routines.  One gimmick is a Map Of Active
Destiny printed on cloth, one gimmick is a Circle Of Fate
printed on cloth, and the third gimmick is a thick card with
back- to-back printing of both Map of Active Destiny and
Circle Of Fate.

Square Skills...You will learn 11 secret principles. Along
with 18 amazing and baffling routines.  In some of the
routines, you can...Divine any participant’s year of birth
(1-99). Divine any participant’s month (1-12) of birth.  Divine
any participant’s date (1-31) of birth. Do some stunning
impromptu book tests. Accurately predict the ‘chance’ corresponding to a secret
random ‘choice’...and lots more!

Square Thrills...You will learn five simple, self-working secrets of the ‘Circle Of
Fate’. You will also learn 11 stunning routines.  You also get the ‘Circle Of Fate’
prop.  The 11 Routines included: Corners Of Mind, Crossroads Of Life, The
Seventh Twin, Polygraph Test, Eighth Weekday, Rightly Left, Planet Play, Color Of
Coincidence, Faloholu, Zodiacon and The Numerons.  Please ensure you have
an active e-mail address to purchase this product!

$30

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psych-aerious-pro-unknown-mentalist/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/square-skills-and-thrills-unknown-mentalist/
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Unknown Mentalist Presents...

Happy Birthday
Stranger

When you meet a total stranger for
the very first time, you will be able
to reveal her key personality trait, the
colors of her aura, her zodiac sign
and her exact date and month of
birth. All this without her saying a single
word or writing anything down.

This is an unbelievable stunner. The method is a classic beauty and a lovely
combination of extraordinary elegance, elementary ease and powerful impact. It is
made possible with the use of a single, small gimmick which is of the size 3.5 x 5
inches, which you can always carry in your pocket. Clean, direct and always hits
100% of the time. The professionally produced, high-quality gimmick will last you
many, many years. Also included is a high-quality, parlor version of the gimmick of
size 5 x 7 inches, which will also last you hundreds of performances. You only
must supply yourself any ordinary pocket notepad—that, too, is optional depending
on your performance style.

BONUS: FREE Download - 13 Steps To Mind Maintenance. MUST
HAVE AN E-MAIL ADDRESS to receive download instructions!

$30

Skullptor
A participant is asked to imagine buying a lottery
ticket. She even gets to choose a lotto number.
From here on she is asked to imagine a series of
special events like winning the lottery, celebrating
by drinking a beverage, travelling to a holiday
destination, participating in an adventure activity
and finally gambling in a casino where she wins
with the help of her lucky card. And to the utter
amazement of the participant, without her having
to say or write down anything, the performer
reveals all her thoughts.

The MAIN ROUTINE has the following features—nothing to reset. This does not
use the swami gimmick or the unswami principle. There are no peeks, no switches,
no impressions, no sleights, no stooges, no preshow, no anagrams, no math, no
forces and absolutely no electronics or technology.  There is no tearing, no instant
stooging, no dual reality and nothing to memorize.

You MUST have an e-mail address so that the download instructions
can be sent to you. Your physical product will be mailed to you but your download
instructional will be provided to you immediately post-purchase.

$30

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/skullptor
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/happy-birthday-stranger-bonus-unknown-mentalist
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Stevens Magic Exclusive

Syouma’s
Miracle Triumph Deck

If you’re looking for a jaw-dropping card effect that is priced right— we found it for
you!

The performer removes a deck of cards and spreads them face-up.  The magician
then takes his finger and scans back and forth over the face-up cards asking a
spectator to say stop on any card—totally free choice.  The spectator obliges, and
that card is removed and can (if desired mark the card).

The marked cards are returned to the deck and then the deck is cut out of sequence
several times and even shuffled with some cards upside down and others right side
up.  This sequence of mixing up the cards upside-down, and right-side up continues
as desired such that there is no doubt the cards are not only mixed up in both
sequence but also mixed up with respect to face-up and face-down cards.

The cards are then fanned out to visually illustrate the mix proving some are right-
side up and others are upside-down.

Next the magician makes a magical pass over the deck and then spreads them out
on the table again. Now magically, all the cards have restored in the same order—
all of them are face-up!  Save for “one” card that remains face-down.

That one card is removed from the deck, and when turned over is proven to be the
chosen card by the spectator with the actual marking on that card confirmed!

Comes with the deck and on-line access to performance and explanation.
$21

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/miracle-triumph-deck-syouma
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Nick Lewin Presents...
Nightmare 3-2-1

Rope Trick
Strong Commercial Magic That
Can Be Performed Any Time,
Anywhere For ANY Audience!

The Nightmare 3-2-1 Rope Trick is
two classic effects combined into one
performance masterpiece. Nick has
crafted a sure fire routine that gets huge
audience reactions with a minimum of
fuss and props. Perfect for stage or close-
up performance, this routine is ideal for
all ages, and is totally visual in impact.

The props fit in your pockets without a
bulge, never need replacing, and reset
in seconds. You will use this routine a
lot. This meticulously detailed DVD

teaches every move, subtlety and nuance of the routine, and will have you
performing the effect in no time at all. Nick’s video tutorial on the classic Conway
Rope Trick puts this outstanding effect easily in the grasp of everyone—even if
previously written instructions have left you confused and frustrated. This double
punch routine has a powerful place in Nick’s professional repertoire, and will
quickly become a staple in your show.  The definitive DVD master class on the
ultimate handling of this incredible routine.

Features:
•  Can Be Used For Stage, Parlour or Close-up.
• Highest quality, coreless, Baronian Rope made to measure, tested and finished
      personally by Nick. “I’ve used the same set for 15 years,” says Nick.
• Totally ready to go right out of the package.
• Comes with additional personal performing notes from Nick, just for our Preferred
     Customers.
• Includes Performance Footage (video).
• Supplied Baronian Rope. The very finest rope available.
• Every subtlety in the handling is fully explained and taught!

$65

Please check out all items by
Nick Lewin on our website!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-nightmare-3-2-1-rope-trick-nick-lewin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=nick+lewin&post_type=product
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Anytime Anywhere

Buma’s Anytime Anywhere has been
designed from the ground up to allow its
included props to be performed in unison with
each other, or as stand-alone effects.  All of
its featured props have been hand crafted by
BUMA specifically for Anytime Anywhere.

Below are some of the effects you can
perform with Buma’s Anytime
Anywhere:  Produce three liquid-filled Shot
Glasses from locations of your choice.
Clandestinely load a liquid of your choice into
one of the empty Shot Glasses for its instant

liquid appearance.  Cause the liquid-filled shot glass to travel
from under one object to another.  Push the liquid-filled
Shot Glass thru a solid table top. Vanish a liquid-filled Shot
Glass from your hands. Turn one Shot Glass into two.
Buma’s Anytime Anywhere may even be routined with
your own set of Cups and Balls or Chop Cup.

Buma’s Anytime Anywhere Specifics:  Each shot
glass is hand-cast by BUMA in a clear flexible material, allowing it to be worked
silently during your performance when loading into or under any object of your
choice. This also assures that the clear Shot Glasses will never break like real noisy
glass during performance or transit.  Each Shot Glass measures 2 inches tall by
1.25 inches in diameter, thus being small enough to conceal, yet retain the
appearance of a real shot glass when produced.

Buma’s Anytime Anywhere contents:  You receive three magnetic silent
and flexible Shot Glasses, a magnetic servant and a magnetic silicone micro thumb
tip all hand-cast by Buma.  Each of the three Shot Glasses contains two concealed
neodymium magnets cast within their base. A custom cast servant with three encased
neodymium magnets. One encased neodymium magnet is concealed within each
of its semi circular shelves. The servant features two integral hooks (for placement
on one’s pant belt) in addition to Velcro attachments that serve as an option for
placement of the servant off the body.  A micro thumb tip cast of silicone with an
encased neodymium magnet.  PLUS Bonus Sake Cup set!

Buma’s Anytime Anywhere: Easy to set up.  Easy to master.  May be performed
standing or seated depending on your routine.  Can be performed without a table.
Great for table hopping and walk around.  Small and compact for travel.  Props
may be carried on your person.

Please review BOTH videos on the website—one is for set-up and
instruction and one is for performance!

$75
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Specter

We strongly urge you to view the complete
details and video demo for Specter on our
website or online interactive PDF Catalog.

A small wallet is handed to a spectator. On one
side, it houses a see-through window featuring a
photo of an old séance with participants’ hands
on the table. The magician covers it with a
handkerchief, and then lifts the handkerchief by
its center in an upward motion above the séance
photo in the wallet, as the ends of the
handkerchief dangle down.  The magician
removes his hands, and incredibly, rather
than falling—the handkerchief takes the
form of the rigid Specter, standing
approximately 7 inches high by its own
volition!

The performer invites another spectator to
confirm this by putting his palm on the top of the
Specter. The magician then moves the Specter
in 45-degree angles— while it still maintains it
rigidity and shape.  Next the magician releases
his hold, and the Specter is now hovering in
mid-air. The Specter is then seen to ascend
and descend, making no mistake of its presence!

With one hand the performer re-grasps the top
of the Specter, while with the other hand he grabs the corner of the handkerchief
(showing both sides). Upon uncovering the photo, the Specter has vanished as
quickly as it appeared!

Comes complete with everything needed, including Buma’s original,
custom handmade Specter. (See photo below.)

No threads or moving parts. Nothing to break or replace. Can be performed in
short sleeves.  Handkerchief or cloth can by examined before and after or borrowed.
Great for walk-around, table-hopping for small groups.  Can be performed standing,
seated, without a table, indoors or out.  Everything fits in a pocket.  Impromptu
performance with immediate reset.  Easy
to master—no palming. Custom-made
gimmick could be used for other
applications—as there is nothing like it.
Like ALL Buma Products—totally
original in routine, presentation and
custom-crafted gimmick.

$45
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Illusionarium

The Illusionarium is a pocket-sized, circular
object, which is enclosed on all sides except for
two exposed holes—one at the top and one at
the bottom.  The holes are just large enough to
allow for a single digit (finger/thumb) to be
pushed through the two holes of the open-ended
Illusionarium.

The performer places the Illusionarium down
and over a spectator’s extended index finger. It
is clearly seen to penetrate through both holes
of the Illusionarium.

The Illusionarium is then removed from the
performer’s finger and IMMEDIATELY the
spectator is asked to INSERT either of their
fingers into any of the two holes.  There’s only
one problem—THEY CAN’T—their finger is
now being stopped by an unseen solid barrier!
The performer then shakes the Illusionarium
and a solid rattle is heard coming from within.
The Illusionarium is now opened up to reveal
a SOLID, CLEAR, LUCITE BLOCK
occupying its entire interior!  The clear, lucite
block is now dumped into the spectator’s hand.

Benefits:
No magnets, mirrors, thumb tips or false fingers are used.

The clear, lucite block does not shift position inside the Illusionarium.  There are
no hidden compartments.

The Illusionarium can also hold multiple Kennedy Half Dollars or other similar
sized coins/objects that will fit within the Illusionarium itself to act as a barrier.

Easy to perform, simple and
straight-forward handling.

Perform it close-up, standing or
seated—no table required.

Sets up in seconds, fits in your
pocket.

Performance Video will
blow your mind!

$55
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Buma’s Engraved

Triple Combo Silver
Pocket Cups & Balls

Each of the three individual Engraved
.925 Silver Cups can perform as either
a: Chop Cup, Foo Can or Vanisher
(enabling for the vanishing of a chosen
object that is covered by the silver cup).  You
choose which cup and which effect and
when to perform it!

Imagine if you can... being able to display
all of the engraved silver cups empty and

normal before the start of your routine, then bringing in the stealthy features of
any of the three hand-crafted BUMA gimmicks, allowing you to create a routine
like never performed before with the cups and balls.  As a finale, you may then
pour yourself a shot (vodka, whiskey, gin, etc.) from the cup of your choice.

Each of the three engraved cups is hand-crafted by Buma in pure .925 silver and
measures a full 2 inches x 2.25 inches.  This allows for a full range of motion with
all of your favorite cups and ball moves.

Cups may be handled by the audience if one chooses.  Includes a customer display
box and a deluxe 4-ball combo set hand-cast by Buma.  There is limited availability
on these.  Shipped complete and ready to perform!

Remember, this set comes with three custom-molded Buma inserts—
each insert is unique and specialized.

$250
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Deluxe

Close-Up
Pads

2 Versions
Large & Small

Designed for magicians
by magicians.  Finally,
a quality close-up pad
that is portable and

easily transferable.  From one
gig to the next, you can
quickly and easily go from one
show to the next. In fact, you
can even “table hop” with one
of these pads!  Try picking up
the rigid and extended pad
even with some props still on
it and move it from one table
to the next—no problem!

This bifold design is very nice
because it keeps things very simple and allows the performer to fold it out like a
book and go to business with the performance. Even better, it makes for easy
breakdown by folding the pad back in its protective position in between shows.
This means your performance area and pad are protected and not exposed when
pad is not in use.

These pads are designed to solve a lot of problems with the current versions on the
market. It’s high-quality construction all the way.  It features a sturdy design and
quality materials and at the risk of being redundant—was designed by magicians
for magicians in every manner.  Crafted with suede leather and high-quality fabrics...
it has the feel of quality.

It also features a better degree of
“cushion” than other pads, which helps
provide a more visual pop for some coin
effects and aids in performing some
sleights.  These pads are available in two
sizes and two colors.  Large is 24 x 18
inches and Small is 18 x 12 inches.
Colors available are burgundy and
black.

Small (18 x 12 inches)...$75
Large (24 x 18 inches)...$85

Large

Small

Seller!
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Seeing Is Believing!
Taylor Imagineering

Presents...
Penny Dreadful

Detective
Most all of us enjoy magic that is
interactive, fun, light-hearted and packs a
quick punch! This unique application from
Christopher Taylor, satisfies all of this and
more!

Enjoy a reenactment of the ‘famous Edwardian parlour game’ in which a player
mysteriously solves a grizzly murder using a pendulum and their psychic intuition.
The kicker? The player unknowingly also intuits the victim’s exact time of death.

The set includes:  Specially prepared set of photo ‘game cards’. Vintage pocket
watch pendulum. Gimmicked Sharpie pen. Sample prepared envelopes. A surefire
method for teaching a participant how to use a pendulum in only two minutes.
Full performance and detailed instructions online made available upon receipt of
the physical product.

$45

Stainless Steel
Die Cipher II

For nearly two decades, Die-Cipher II
has been magic’s favorite pocket trick.
This Limited Edition Stainless Steel
Set Includes: the Regular die, the
ESP Die, canister, lid, instructions
and The Shadow Principle booklet.
Limited edition run of 100 sets.

The Shadow Principle Booklet comes
with advanced handlings for Die Cipher
II and ‘eye’ cards.

While the performer’s back is turned, a
spectator places a die into the canister any way he or she wants, then covers with
the lid. The performer can turn around and without asking a question, tell the
exact number selected. Our Brass Die Cipher II is a classic and has been
a favorite pocket trick for over 20 years—we still have these available
at Stevens Magic as well. This Limited Edition Stainless Steel Version is sure
to please Die Cipher fans.

$99.50
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Mental Miracles
Charles Gauci’s

Body Language &
Eye To Eye Special

Charles’ routine alone is worth
the price of this special package.

This special package contains:  Deluxe
Eye to Eye—Charles’ reputation-
making effect (as featured in his A
Lifetime of Magic Book).  You must see
the video to realize the power of this

effect.  Body Language—This is one of my favorite
effects because you can perform it close-up, table-
hopping, cabaret or even on the largest stage. It also
has great impromptu benefits and resets immediately.

Comes complete with all you need—Body Language
comes with a set of five one-inch balls plus a beautiful quality bag.  Eye to Eye
new version of earpieces, performance and explanation. Why spend $50.00
on an inferior knock-off when you can get the real deal for the same price.

Important Note: The “only” thing that you will require that does not come in this
package is a PK Ring.

Available Again, Limited Inventory...$50

John Cornelius’
Thought Transmitter

Pro
The Thought Transmitter Pro is unique
because it does virtually what no other “Peek”
wallet in the world does. A spectator writes
down a word, a card, or draws something on
the back of his business card. The card is then

placed between two opaque cards in an opaque wallet . There is no way to see
inside of the wallet. In fact if you wanted to, you could put rubber bands around the
wallet, and drop it in a clear zip lock bag to prevent manipulation. Wallet can be
freely handled.  Now at any time, without opening the wallet, the magician is able
to divine in an instant, the written thought. With the new Thought Transmitter
Pro you are able to carry credit cards, drivers license, money etc. inside the wallet,
and you can replace any necessary items when required.

Available Again...$40
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See It To Believe It
ICED

Ice is a magical thing. It appears spontaneously
in water, a substance essential to life. Defying
gravity, it floats to the top where it shines like a
diamond. If we touch it or try to hold it, it melts
away, vanishing like a magician, transforming
back into water again.

Floating water in its crystalized state is the ultimate
levitation effect. To a spectator, the idea of a

thread attached to, or a magnet hidden in the ice is immediately ruled out, there is
no proving required when the ice begins to float. Your audience will know instantly
and intuitively that what they’re seeing is absolutely impossible.

Spectator can grab any piece, there’s nothing attached!  Ice is under your full
control during the levitation! Ingenious secret will blow you away! You’ll receive
the special gimmicks that make this miracle possible and a comprehensive tutorial
video that makes learning a breeze. $40

Miracle Dice
Start by showing six different numbered dice inside
a small box. You then ask someone in the audience
to toss the die.

You open the box. Amazing but true...all the dice
in the box match the number that was tossed!!

Available Again!   $15

Klaus The Mouse
Here comes the cutest trick you will ever own,
Klaus The Mouse. Don’t underestimate this
effect!

Klaus The Mouse is a trained wind-up toy that
will find any selected and signed playing card.
Klaus will not only stop at the spectator’s card;
at your will the mouse pushes away all other
cards above it! Or it will immediately kick out

the chosen card from the card spread!

Don’t take this innocent looking wind-up mouse for a cheap kid’s toy.
The mouse is cleverly gimmicked and works with any Poker Deck! The effect is easy
to perform, the mouse can be examined as well as the spectator’s freely chosen
card. You will love your cute new assistant. The mouse comes in random colors.

 A Great Seller!       Not a Cheezy Trick!        $35
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
The

Razzle Dazzle
Game

The greatest “con game” ever!  It
is the only game to be banned in
the entire world!  A long time
favorite at carnivals and fairs!  The
game has no peers, when it comes
to hustling money from the
sucker!

We are proud to be able to offer
this item to the world of magic.
This is for entertainment purposes
only! Long unobtainable!  A well
kept secret for ages with the
carnies.

Three Card Monte (tossing the Queen),
Fast & Loose, and the 3 Shell Game
cannot compare with the Razzle
Dazzle Game.  The game requires NO

sleights and NO gimmicks.  It’s all dependent on tossing marbles out of a cup, and
where they land in holes on a board.  Each hole has a number; you add the numbers
up (where they landed) to reach a total—get enough points and you win a prize!  Of
course, attractive and expensive
prizes are displayed!

A wonderful demonstration at trade
shows, not to mention the fun at
your shows and friends’ parties.  The
unit is portable—made from Walnut
and Maple.  Precision made and very
durable. Comes with cups, marbles
and a number card.  Simple and easy
to perform.  Perfect for lectures
on gambling secrets for
fraternal and social groups.

Excellent for trade show work: “They may lose at the game... but will
never lose with (name of your sponsor).”

See YouTube video demo—address is case sensitive:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxd7vM0GfVE.

     
 Very Limited In Quantity!       $375

Seller!
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Signature Hardwood
Cups & Balls With

Chop Cup
Paul Lembo has created especially for us and
our customers this extremely beautiful set of
COMBO Cups ‘N Balls—one is a matching
chop cup!

Each set consists of three handcrafted cups that
can be used for the Cup ‘N Ball routines, and
one of the cups has a magnetic gimmick
so it can be used individually as a chop
cup.  Each is handcrafted from laminated dark
walnut for the body and hard rock maple for
the rings.  Each piece is hand turned individually
to make a matching set.  The finish of these
cups consists of five coats of clear acrylic
enamel.  Each coat is applied and let to dry for
one and a half days, then it is hand sanded,
both outside and inside of each cup.  This
procedure is repeated four more times!

This gives a durable high gloss lustre to the
cups.  It is important to note that these cups
are manufactured from the highest quality kiln-
dried walnut and maple. Being a natural
product, there are blemishes inherent in
natural wood, as no two pieces will ever be
identical.  They can be cleaned with a damp
cloth, and a light coat of furniture polish will
keep them bright
and shiny.  Each cup
is 3 inches tall and 3
inches in diameter.

These cups are a
pleasure to own and

a pleasure to use!  The feel of the cups is great!  There
will only be 30 sets available.  You will not be
disappointed... so order yours now so you don’t miss out.

Comes complete with carrying bag, cups and balls (regular balls as well a chop ball).

Special Priced...$150

Stevens Magic Exclusive!

When they are gone, there will be no more!
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Robert Frederico’s
First Thought

A very old principal resurrected and made foolproof!  It’s diabolical!  This
one will fool Magicians and maybe yourself. Long in development.

The Magician is able to discern the first thought that the spectator writes down on
a notepad with an ordinary-looking dark grey Sharpie Marker!

This very subtle effect and possible presentations are a reputation maker.
You discern the first written word, number, time, name, phrase—
anything! Circle a pip on a playing card, a serial number on a dollar bill and much
more!  The possibilities are limited only by your imagination!  Resets quickly.

Comes complete with special Sharpie Pens, Notepad and complete instructions.

A must-have perfected mental effect that has been long forgotten.  Get
this one! No one ahead method or forcing.

Don’t Miss This One!            $25

BrBrBrBrBrand Neand Neand Neand Neand New!w!w!w!w!
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Alexander de Cova’s
Flash Restoration

A brilliant, instantaneous card effect, like you have
never seen!  It’s over in seconds!  A card trick...
but, oh what a routine and finish.

Get this... spectator chooses any card (no forces).
The card is torn into pieces, and one piece is given
to the spectator to hold.  Performer places the
rest of the pieces on top of the deck.  He then tells
the spectator to watch closely.  He slaps his hand
down on top of the deck.  Viola! The pieces vanish
in an instant.  What is left is the original card, FULLY RESTORED—except for the
one piece that the spectator is still holding.  It matches the restored card!
Unbelievable!

Quick visual magic.  Easy to do.  Absolutely no tough sleights.  Great
for close-up and table magic.  Brilliant thinking.  Comes complete with a
regular deck of cards, the invisible gimmick and magnifying glass. You will love this
one!  You must see the video demo—it’s very powerful!

$25

Seller!

Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Robert Frederico’s
Tornado Force

Spin and levitate a playing card on your finger tips
and hands just like on the video!

Show off your dexterity and skill just like a ‘Flashy
Card Magician!’  Tornado Force make it easy to
perform a perfect card flourish!

Mesmerize your audience by levitating and spinning
a playing card on the palm of your hand. Pass a folded
dollar bill or pen under the spinning card and watch the
reaction on your spectator’s faces!

The precisely balanced playing card and gimmicks make it
all possible. Now made with Bicycle Rider Back design, the
most popular of playing card designs!

Bonus effect is included:  Spin and levitate your own
Fidget Spinner.  Awe your audience by using your own LED
lighted spinner.  NOTE: Works best with lightweight
plastic LED Fidget Spinners.  Beautiful visual magic for

everyone regardless of skill level.
$25

Seller!
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Gimpy Presents...
Fantastic

Silk Frame
Based on the Eric Lewis two heads
version.

Only a handful of this version have ever
been made.  This version allows the
performer to remove the bar/sword
from the cabinet, and for the first time,
can be performed in the round.

A handsome, wood cabinet is opened
(front and back) to reveal a sword with
one or more silks tied to its center. The
silks are taken from the cabinet. The
back door is closed, then the front.  The
sword is removed and can be
examined. The silks are vanished by
the performer’s favorite method. The
sword is inserted back into the cabinet.
Then the cabinet is opened to reveal
the silks tied back on the sword.

The cabinet and sword have a
Moroccan theme.  Made out of walnut
with a hand rubbed finish.  Dimensions
are 14 x 9 x 2 inches and adorned
with real gold leaf carvings.  The brass
sword is 14 inches long.  Silks ARE
included. Hallmarked by Gimpy at the
base of the unit.

“A classic revisited!”  --Joe Stevens
$295

Only 6 UnitsOnly 6 UnitsOnly 6 UnitsOnly 6 UnitsOnly 6 Units
Available!Available!Available!Available!Available!
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Gimpy Presents...
Gimpy’s

Performance
Mat

The days of placing your
Light Heavy Chest directly
on the ‘connecting surface’
are over!

Gimpy’s Performance
Mat allows you to place
your existing Light Heavy

Chest on an innocent-looking close-up mat while performing this classic effect.

Imagine placing your existing chest onto an innocent-looking close-up mat. You
turn the mat and chest to face someone. Then ask them to simply “Lift it”. THEY
CANNOT.

You turn the mat back toward yourself, open the chest, remove the silk (or any
other light item), then turn it back to the spectator and they are now able to lift the
chest!

Gimpy has updated this classic effect into the 21st Century with one of the greatest
products to be released to the magic community in years! This innocent-looking
mat provides the illusion that the chest is not connected to the table, chair or stage
you are performing on. Yet, your chest still keeps 100% of its connecting strength.

Having something between your chest and the connecting surface strengthens
your performance by 1000 times!! This extraordinary mat has been specially created
to be used with the modern-day Light & Heavy Chest. And, it can also be used
throughout your show as your standard close-up mat!

•  Totally inspectable.
•  Can double as a close-up mat.
•  Will not stick to or damage the surface that it's placed upon.
•  It’s non-toxic, can be cleaned with soap and water.
•  Built to last—should never need to be replaced.
•  Works with most modern Light Heavy boxes (unless your box uses the Houdin
        method).

BONUS! As a bonus, you will receive an online secret tutorial that details special
moves and handlings developed over the years by top pros!

You will learn the real secrets of these boxes.  How to use the Georgia Magnet
Technique with your box. Tips on how to choose the perfect spectator to assist
you. How to use a lightweight table. How to improve the performance of your
box. The ‘Hop’ Move and lots more!

$30
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Gimpy Presents...
Grant’s One, Two, Three

Baffling Blocks
A lost and unique method to produce the same
effect as the cube a libre/Selbit blocks. Blocks
printed one, two and three—magically arrange
themselves in several orders and orientations until
the final phase, where an audience member
selects the order.  When the tube is removed, of
course it matches! Show the tube empty at any
time.

Comes with complete instructions and original,
4-phase routine written and field-tested by Clyde

Hayre. Very easy to learn with no difficult sleights and can be done close-up.
Blocks are 2-inch hardwood and printed with indestructible numbers. The tube is
walnut with an eye-catching marquetry design. Built to last.

Additional phases are easy to add due to the simplicity of the method. You are
always in control of the outcome. Nothing to keep track of, and phases can be in
any order. It could not be any simpler than that.

$195
Celestial Clairvoyancy

Imagine this... A red card deck and a blue card deck
are shown.  The performer asks a volunteer to think of
any black card and any red card.  The performer then
makes his predictions by affixing two blue-backed cards
to a star with the backs facing the audience.  Now, the
volunteer names the two cards that were thought of,
and they are removed from a red-backed deck and
affixed to the star with the faces facing the audience.
The star is spun and turned to reveal that the blue-
backed cards match the volunteer’s selections.

This effect uses no blank cards and there is no writing
on the cards.  The unit consists of a spinning head with two overlapping stars
made of walnut and maple that form an 8-point starburst with clips for four cards.
The wooden base is 6 x 8 inches.  When fully assembled, the unit stands 16 inches
tall.  Everything packs flat and sets up in seconds.  No sleights needed.  Very easy
to perform.

Comes complete with:  Handcrafted Star With Brass Upright & Wooden Base.
Special Gimmicks (to make the magic happen!)  Custom White Cardboard Storage
Case. Fully-Written Printed Instructions & Online Instructions.  Each is stamped
with maker’s mark on the bottom.

Special Price...$149.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball
A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown.  The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.

The ball then falls freely up and down the cord.  Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no.  The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over.  When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely
nothing inside the ball.  Self-working.  Ball can be

inspected.  This is the finest type of Obedient Ball made for the magic world!

The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood.  The cord is approximately 3 feet
long.  Each ball has its own beauty and is different.  Each
ball has 10 coats of high quality lacquer.  Each handle is
turned out of walnut.  Ball can be inspected.  SELF-
WORKING!  Created by our own master craftsman, Louie
Gaynor.

$150

William Tell
Card Frame

A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor) to
accommodate three playing cards as shown.
Any three cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!

The cards are placed face down, (these are
not marked cards).  The performer can leave
the room or turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked at and
returned to the tray.  IMMEDIATELY, the
performer picks out the selected card!   The
effect is baffling and beyond conception.

No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics!  This is a clean
effect! Use your own cards.  You will marvel at its secrets.  Perfect impromptu,
close-up effect.

$47.50

Seller!

Seller!
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Magic Latex Baked Goods!

Instant Cookies
You receive a special packet of cookies that looks
identical to a real one.  You will be able to perform
very visual productions that are easy to do.  You may
produce a packet of cookies from a sheet of paper, a
flash, paper bag, silk or from nowhere!

The production is incredibly fast!  You can replace the
packaging whenever you desire, because you will
receive a special gimmick made of “latex flash”, our
material that adapts to any cylindrical package and that can be used with other
similar packages.  You can combine the appearance of the package with the
gimmicked cookies already available on the magic market.  In some routines, you
can produce a real cookie from the packet.  NOTE:  The cookies shown in the
video are not included.

This effect comes with everything you need to perform lots of different routines!
In less than five minutes, you will be able to enjoy your magical productions.  A
very commercial and fast effect which will surprise and impress your audience!

         $20

Deluxe Magic Cake
An exact replica of a chocolate and cream cake,
made in latex. Ideal to produce/vanish at birthday
parties, weddings, anniversaries, etc. Totally hand
crafted with great care to detail. Looks like a real
tasty cake from less than one meter away.

The cake can appear from the elegant gift box or
from a paper bag. It measures 16.5 cm (6.5 inches)
in height and 16.5 cm (6.5 inches) in diameter,
and can be used with the majority of dove pans.

You will receive: one decorated and painted latex cake, one great quality gift
box (brown and beige), two small candles, one golden cardboard plate, a brown
bag, one certificate of authenticity and a video tutorial with advice on how to use
and present the effects (video link).

You can start to amaze with this delicious cake as soon as you receive it. It works
easily and is totally automatic.  A quality product presented with much elegance,
and that you can employ in most social events.

NOTE: Each one of our products is totally handcrafted. The entire manufacturing
process is done by our crew’s hands, from the initial assembly of the molds to the
finishing paint coat. Therefore, colors can vary slightly from the ones on the
advertisement’s pictures.

$75

Seller!
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Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME123117)

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires December 31, 2017

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME123117

Happy Holidays!
From Stevens Magic To You!

Thank you for a wonderful year of  business and friendship in 2017!
Joe, Martha and Mark Stevens

Yes, selling magic products is very important to us, but truthfully
it’s the nurturing of personal relationships with you that we covet
the most.  There is no doubt in our minds that we have the best customers in the
world of magic—YOU!

http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com


PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Grab Their Attention
Holiday Grab Bag
Catalog Special Only!

These Grab Bags will
have a value of  at least

$100.00!  Bags will
contain tricks, books or
DVDs or a combination

of  all three!

Get a Holiday Surprise
for friends or for

yourself!  These Grab
Bags will only be

available until
January 15, 2018.

Get yours for this bargain price...$25

Magic Kits From Some Of
Today’s Best Magicians!

Penn & Teller’s Magic Kit—teaches
you more than 200 easy-to-master tricks that will get
you started fooling your family, friends, strangers.
Comes with Instructional DVD.

Criss Angel Magic Kit—perfect for all skill
levels with over 400 magic tricks. Comes with
Instructional DVD.

Royal Magic Kit—Inside you'll find props and
instructions for over 100 incredible tricks, including a
set of Goshman-made sponge balls, a Penetration
Frame, Chain Escape, Magic Wand, Drawer Box, Rice
Bowls, Wonder Blocks and much, much more.  Comes
with Instructional DVD.

         $37.50 each

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Clever Yet Practical
Flipp Flapp Box

Flip Flap Box (AKA Flipp Flapp Box). This is an
item we at Stevens Magic are very familiar with
and one of our personal favorites! This was for
many years a best selling item for famed “The
Magic Hands” in Germany. It is still made by the
same master craftsman.

Flipp Flapp is a unique production apparatus that
presents the performer with a truly unique
opportunity to produce silks, sponge balls, spring
flowers and even a bottle or two from what looks
like an empty frame.  The prop itself looks quite
magical. It is a square frame that can be shown
empty on all sides and the audience can even look
right through it. Suddenly the frame transforms
into a square tube and the production commences.

Flipp Flapp is made by a bookbinder from quality
bookbinders linen and boards and with proper
handling last a long time. Flipp Flapp is made in
a variety of color combinations and we will deliver
what is at hand. The most popular combination is
red and yellow which allows for use in a kid show
and adult programs.  Note: No production
materials supplied.

$70

Tric Tac
Miracle Magician’s Wax

Tric Tac Magician’s Wax strikes the
per fect balance between tackiness,
malleability and strength. Use it for any effect
that requires sticky magician’s wax. It softens
quickly in the fingertips, and the translucent
pellets are nearly clear when pressed onto a
playing card or fingernail. Disguised as a box
of Tic Tacs, you can grab one right in front

of your audience without them suspecting a thing. And it sticks to virtually anything
without leaving a mess.  This wax can stick cards or coins together or put a card
on the ceiling. It’s strong enough to use for light thread work too.

The box contains over 200 pellets of Tric Tac wax and BONUS link to your
Card On Ceiling video tutorial featuring Steve Fearson.

$10

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Bright Lights!

Flash Wand
Electronic

Flash Wand Electronic is rechargeable.
Super-bright flash. The price is economical, but
the quality is tops. Beautiful, lightweight, black
wand with white tips. Anytime you need a burst
of light to punch up a vanish or production,
just tap with your wand and a bright flash will
highlight the moment the “magic” takes place!

A small, almost invisible button allows you to
control this extremely bright flash.
Rechargeable so no batteries to mess with.

Comes with its own power
cord for charging. Wand
measures 13 inches long.

$37.50

Seller!

Lumière
“Professional Model”

Not just D’Lite on steroids...this is one of the
brightest models available. You can pulse the light
to product a bright flash or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routines. Comes complete with two
units and detailed instructions. This unit
produces an amazing amount of BRIGHT light due
to the bright LED’s used. An upgraded D’Light-
type set, rechargeable unit using a power cable
included.  Available in both WHITE or RED.

EFFECTS POSSIBLE:
• Produce and/or vanish coins in a flash.
• Light ANY lightbulb.
• Transfer light from one object to another.
• Using RED or WHITE units together, color
      changing lightbulbs.
• Close-up Milk In Lightbulb.
• D’Light routine... and so much more!

$50

Seller!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Unbelievable!
Needle Thru

 Balloon
The spectator blows up a balloon
and gives to the magician.  The
magician takes a long, steel needle
and is pushes it all the way through
an inflated balloon, and it does not
pop!

Looks impossible! Remove the
SHARP needle and pop the balloon!
Includes needle and 12 balloons.
But any balloon can be used as long
as they are 11-inches.

$18

Lubricated
Needle Wand
For use with the Needle
Thru Balloon effect, the
Lubricated Needle
Wand is the perfect
holder.  Not only can you use this
special wand for your show, it also
serves as a carry case to transport the
needle and, better yet, it lubricates the
needle every time you remove it from
the wand!  If you own the Needle Thru
Balloon, the Lubricated Needle
Wand is a must!

$15

Replacement Balloons
(Needle Thru Balloon)

Don’t risk using old balloons!  Having
FRESH balloons is essential!  We store
our balloons in a temperature-controlled,
dark environment this is away from direct
light or heat  The perfect balloons for
Needle Thru Balloon.  You get a
“Magician’s Dozen” (13 balloons) of the
crystal clear 11-inch balloons.  What a deal!!

$3.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Fogel’s
Second Spot

Five bags are given out. While the performer’s back
is turned, spectators deposit a personal possession
into their respective bags. They seal and close the
bags and mix them all up. A bag is handed to the
Mentalist and, not only does he know who put the
item into the bag, he also gives a short personality
reading on that person and hands the item back to
him.

Yes, these are pseudo readings,
but great fun. Very

mysterious as well. Plays well
onstage or parlor. Wonderful
audience participation. Comes
complete with all you need and NO
gimmicks!

$95

Finn Jon’s
Esoteric

Finn Jon’s famous “Esoteric”,
proclaimed by many as the
greatest haunted pack in magic
world!  No magnets!  No
electronics!  Very mysterious!

Three cards are selected and placed
face up on the deck.  Each is

inserted face up into different places in the deck.  The
deck is placed on the floor.  A spectator is handed
an imaginary thread attached to the deck.  As he pulls
slowly, his chosen card emerges from the deck.  This
is repeated with the other two spectators and cards.
Finn Jon has taken the “Haunted Pack” into
cyberspace with his miraculous Esoteric Deck!

$25

Ken Brooke Magic

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Kaps Floating
Cork

The performer sets a 4 x 3 x 2.5-inch solid
wood box on the table.  When he opens it, an
ordinary wine cork is seen inside.  At the
performer’s command, the cork begins to
quiver and slowly rises out of the box.  The
cork floats and moves above the box.  The
performer brings out a 3-inch ring, which he
passes over, under and around the floating cork!
The cork slowly returns to the box.

We are proud to re-release this classic item. Made
famous by the legendary Fred Kaps. Levitation is
one magic’s greatest tricks and effects. Nothing creates a
sense of disbelief and “awe” like this great effect.  Comes
complete with box, cork, ring, Fearson Thread Bullet (plus
extra thread), Fearson Wax and detailed instructions.

$60

Baby Gag
New Lower Price!

The audience is asked to name any famous
person. The performer claims to have that
person’s picture in an envelope. He pulls
out a color drawing of a baby! Then he
explains that he was
covered no matter
who was named
as he shows
pictures of a white
baby, a black
baby, a yellow
baby and a red
baby. A cute

comedy routine ideal for an MC, comedy club performer
or anyone wanting a few laughs in their act.  Stage size—
15.5 x 11.5-inches.

$37.50

Ken Brooke Magic

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Chase The Ace
Does it play well?  Ask Pete Biro.

The classic monte routine with jumbo
plastic cards.  No matter how hard they
try, the spectators cannot follow the
position of the Ace.  Finally, a spectator
is shown the Ace and asked to hold it
face down in his own hands.  But, when

he looks at it
again, it has

changed to one of the other cards!  No double cards,
pockets or unnatural moves.  Giant washable plastic
cards measures 9 x 13-inches. Ken Brooke made
his name with this trick and his full routine as well as
some excellent line drawings, which make every move
easy to follow, are included with the set of three cards.
Ideal for an MC or cabaret performer and also large
enough for stage presentation.

$30

The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!

Versa Plus
A card is placed on each of the spectator’s hands.  He correctly identifies each one
and one card is turned over.  The performer then tears the other card up and
places the pieces into the spectator’s hand.  A second later, when he opens his

hand, the pieces are still there but have changed to
the card which was face down on his other hand!

That card is turned over—it is the card the
performer tore up!

$20

Ken Brooke Magic

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Clockaudacious
The performer has a spectator think
of any hour (1 thru 12).  Next, he is to
count off the number of cards from
the deck and place them into his
pocket.  The performer counts off 12
cards and deals them face down onto
the table to form a clock.  He taps
each card with a borrowed coin until
the spectator stops him at the thought
of hour and places the coin
on the card.  The
prediction is read,
“The card on the

hour you are thinking of will not be a Joker.”  It’s turned
over, sure enough, it’s not a Joker.  The other cards are
turned over, all Jokers!  The rest of the deck—Jokers!
Cards in his pocket—Jokers!

$15

Ken Brooke Magic

Ron Wilson’s
Second Sight

Want something clever that was created by Ron Wilson to
be able to do Dai Vernon’s Brainwave and be CLEAN at
the finish by showing both sides of the deck.  In Charlie
Miller’s opinion this is the cleanest version of the
Brainwave to date!  No angles to worry about before, during
and after the effect.

Magician removes a blue-backed (or red) deck of cards from the case.  The deck is
fanned toward the audience.  He removes one opposite color card from his pocket
showing back-side only.  It is placed into the middle of the blue deck and the fan is
closed.  A spectator is asked to shuffle and to run through the cards face up and
when he sees a card he fancies to call out the name of the card.
Taking the deck the magician fans the faces of the cards toward the
audience.  Very slowly until he comes to the names card, which is
pushed upward from the fan.  The fanned deck is now slowly
turned around and the pushed up card is seen to have a red
back!  IT IS the red-backed card that was named by the
spectator.  Yep...true!  No confederates!  Is straight forward.  Seems
impossible.  A signature effect of Ron’s act.  This one fool’s magicians!

$22.50
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Ken Brooke Magic
Potty Prediction

One of  the finest pieces of
magical entertainment for

Stand-Up or Parlor Presentations.
Here’s a fine comedy routine by Ken Green.
Such routines as this are, as any entertainer
will confirm, priceless.

We send you a special pack of cards, a couple
of good quality jumbo cards, an envelope and
the manuscript. The apparatus, plus the
knowledge you will gain from the manuscript,
will boost the entertainment value of your act
100%.  The presentation can be performed
under close-up conditions and is also suitable
for after dinner work before small audiences.
As supplied it is not suitable for large stage,

but can be adapted.  This is real situation comedy!
Audience participation is vital to your success as a

performer. POTTY PREDICTION gives you all the scope
you need!

  Completely Redone!   $45

Ken Brooke’s
Tamariz Rabbits

An entertaining routine with such a cute
story.  Audiences of all ages will love it.

A white rabbit appears in a previously
empty top hat.  An apple appears and
then is seen to be just an apple core.
The next time we see the rabbit in the
hat, he is green from eating the apple!  A classic effect by
Juan Tamariz, comes complete with Michael
Close’s routine and washable plastic cards.  See
Juan’s performance on our website.

Poker Size...$20
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Ken Brooke Magic

Shown for size only! Does not
come with deck of  cards!

Driebeck Die Mini
Close-Up Version

Over 20 years to finalize this high quality
Mini Driebeck Die that is perfect for close-
up performances!

Customers have waited a long time for the
return of this fantastic item!  And so have
we!  One of the greatest “close-up” items
from the Ken Brooke Magic Range.
Audiences love it!  Easy to perform.  Seems
impossible.  You’ve enjoyed the stage-size
for years—now, enjoy the close-up version
too!

Comes complete with everything you need to do
this fabulous effect and all packaged in an orange
jute bag for easy storing.

$65

David Beckley’s
Ken’s Crazy Nut

Where a nut mysteriously comes off the screw while
covered up with a handkerchief.  Yes, that’s right!  You
show a screw with a nut screwed half way on.  Cover it
up with the handkerchief or little wooden box.  Wave
your hands over the hank and open the hank and—lo
and behold—the nut is now off the screw and laying
side by side.  NOW for the killer!  You now screw the
nut back onto the bolt and ask a spectator IF they would
like to pull them apart?  A spectator now covers them
both with the hank and upon removing the hank it has
happened again!

Comes complete with all you need plus Ken’s
instructions, now with small wooden box.  No sleight-

of-hand necessary, you just
have to get used to the working.
Can be repeated at once!

$25
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A Collector’s Dream
Victorian Okito

Jumbo Card Frame
Spectator’s Jumbo Card is chosen, torn &
vanished—then visibly restores itself piece by piece!
Photos can also be used instead of Jumbo Cards, if
desired. Remote control fifth dimension card
restoration frame.

In 1909 Okito “Theo Bamberg” created an unusual
apparatus that allows for the appearance of a card,
one piece at a time, in the center of a frame attached
to a beautiful stand. I always loved the elegant look
of this version of the Okito Card Restoration, so I
decided to recreate it using modern electronics but
keeping the beautiful Victorian look. This Okito
version was the first of its kind not to use spring-
loaded flaps to accomplish the same effect. Most
likely, this version of the Card ‘Restoration Frame
was to become the popular card frame by Richard
Himber, known as the Fifth Dimension Card Frame.
Originals now sell for over $2,000!

A jumbo card is chosen, torn up and burned or
made to vanish using a devil’s handkerchief or any
method. An empty picture frame is shown and
placed on an elegant Victorian stand. As the
magician gestures at the frame, the chosen card
visibly restores itself piece by piece until the card is
fully restored.  The card can be removed from the
frame and handed out.

• Any Photograph may be used instead of the
jumbo card.

• Jumbo Bicycle card

• Entirely hand-made by Dave Powell from walnut,
with solid brass mechanism.

• Frame measures 12 x 14 inches.

• Victorian stand is 32 inches tall.
$1200

Plus additional shipping on this item!

These are made to order, which means it can take up to 8 weeks
for delivery!  There is a $250 deposit required with balance due

before shipping.  Please contact us with questions!!
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Powell Magic Presents...
Professional

Jumbo Double
Card Fountain

Uses Two Jumbo Decks or Two
Regular Poker Decks!

Finally, a quality fountain with a real
kick! This baby will shoot both standard-
sized poker decks and Jumbo Bicycle.
And it doesn’t stop at that—it will do
up to two decks each of either size!

This could be the best thing since Marcelo
Contento—whom we miss dearly. For those
of you who understand that reference—you
know what we mean!

• Entirely handmade in Dave’s Shop Of
Aircraft Aluminum and Brass.

• This is the Professional Double Jumbo
Card Fountain.

• Simply the Best Quality Remote Control
Card Fountain Ever Designed.

• Perfect for Close up, Parlor or Stage.

• Two Jumbo Decks, Burlap Carrying Bag
Included.

• Available with Push Button Remote or
Timer.

• Card Fountain shoots over 8 Feet High.
$600
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Louie Gaynor’s
Mystic Card Frame

Envision this: A magician has a spectator
choose a card while displaying a full deck.
The performer then takes the chosen card,
tears a corner from it, and gives the piece of
the card to the spectator to hold onto. The
magician tears the remainder of the card into
pieces and disposes of it. He then shows the
spectator a beautiful walnut picture frame
that has been sitting off to the side—it is seen
to be completely empty. The magician
produces a medium-sized silk from
somewhere, and drapes it gently over the
frame, completely covering it. With one swift
motion, he whisks the silk away, revealing
the frame. It now holds a playing card that
matches the suit and value of the previously
chosen card, and there is even a corner torn
from the enclosed card. The frame is brought
to the audience and gently laid on its front,
the back is removed and the torn card is given
to the spectator who holds the torn corner.
They are asked to compare the corner with
the rest of the card. It is an exact fit. The
audience is stunned with the results.

Easy to do! Entertaining! A completely
different way to finish a card routine!

The new version, of the old classic, Thayer’s
Presto Card Frame has been drastically
beautified with a solid aged walnut frame,
weighted base. Each piece has been
painstakingly selected to amplify the luxurious
elegance of the finished frame and base.

$95Incredible Price!

Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Seller!
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Ghostly Linking
Finger Ring

The performer borrows three rings from members
of the audience.  With little or no moves, the three
rings are linked together.  Each spectator identifies
their ring in the chain of three.  No need to “switch
in and switch out” rings to show them for
inspection.  To unlink the rings, the first spectator’s
ring visibly falls free, while the magician is holding
the rings up with one hand.  The unlinking can be

done with one hand without even looking at the rings.  Following the first unlink;
the two remaining rings are hung on a mechanical pencil, one ring hanging below
the other.  The spectator holds her hands, cupped below the rings and, on the
spectator’s command, her ring melts free and drops into her hands.  No fiddling
moves.  The initial linking is diabolically simple—the rings are automatically linked
in the act of just slipping them onto your index finger as you collect them from the
audience.  Again, you can do this without even looking at your hands.  Includes
gimmicked linking finger ring, ungimmicked matching ring, Koran-inspired
mechanical pencil that automatically unlinks the
two final, borrowed rings and a customer wooden
carrying case.

Instructions include detailed handling and Al
Koran’s original routine, written by Ken Brooke
courtsey of Martin Breese.

$695

Available Again—Porper Originals

AmaZeRing
Joe Porper’s AmaZeRing will revolutionize the
Himber Ring routine. It’s a great new tool for the
working performer.  Three rings are borrowed from
the audience and are linked together in a chain. One
ring is unlinked and returned, the other two are
displayed on a mechanical pencil with one ring
hanging below the other. On your command, without
touching the rings or going near them with your
hands, one ring visibly unlinks from the other and
drops into your waiting, cupped hand below!  It can
also be used in a ring on/off stick or cord, and
other effects, only limited by your imagination.

Comes with gimmicked ring and ungimmicked ring with photo-illustrated instructions
and DVD with performances and routines by the late Dean Dill and Joe Porper.

$350
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Two Classics—Same Principle

Electric Deck
This cleverly gimmicked deck lets you display
cards with a flourish—no skill necessary!  The
cards flow from one hand to the other without a
single card falling out of place. You can spread
the cards up on your arm from wrist to elbow
too!  Years of practice are made easy with the
Electric Deck.  Made with poker-sized Bicycle
back cards, supplied with complete instructions.

(But due to the construction of the deck, you
cannot perform regular card tricks with this
deck!)

$15

Electric
$100.00 Bills

The Electric Deck has always been
a favorite of magicians and
spectators.  It shows dexterity,
uniqueness and skil l by the
per former.  Always creates a
sensation when properly presented
in a normal act or for great comedy!
(Further details below.)

The Electric $100.00 Bills work
with the same principle as the
Electric Deck.

They cascade from one hand to the other in
stunning sequence.

The nice thing about this is NO skill is
needed.  It’s always in the handling.  The
bills fall from one hand to the other like a
waterfall.

And the $100.00 bills look like original
bills from a distance.  You will have fun
just playing with these items.

$45

Seller!

Seller!
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Better Than Ever!
The Greatest Krazy

Kard...Of  All
A professional SPOT card that goes beyond any
other similar card effect!  A WONDERFUL
STAND UP or STAGE EFFECT!  Easy to
perform.  Great entertainment for ALL audiences
and a fooler as well!  Up to EIGHT changes!
Professionally made for professionals.  Self
working.  Splendid entertainment—Don’t miss
this one.

Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality
materials.  A quick comedy routine.  You start by
showing three spots on one side and four spots
on the other side.  Then you find the spots
multiplying with six spots on one side and only
one on the other side.  You are really surprised
when you turn the card over again and discover
you now have eight spots!

$45

Tango Ultimate Reel
Throughout the years, top quality reels have
been expensive and difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain.  The Tango
Ultimate Reel (T.U.R.), designed for
working professionals, is high quality,
affordable, dependable and designed for
quick and easy adjustment or replacement
of the thread.  Never again will you have to
get rid of your reel because the thread was cut and it will take only minutes to be
fixed.  T.U.R. was conceived as a reel to be used for many years.

The T.U.R. comes with a DVD that explains how to quickly and easily take apart
the reel to replace the thread as well as instructions for visual and very commercial
routines that you can perform in close-up, parlor and stage magic.  If you are
looking for a precision tooled, dependable yet affordable reel, you want the T.U.R.

        $120

Seller!

Highly Recommended!
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True Classics With A Twist
P&L’s

Goblin Tube
A startling visual vanish and appearance!
A 5-inch nickel-plated tube with rings.

The tube is held up to the light to show it
empty!  The tube is now held in the palm
of the hand and small pieces of tissue are
placed over each end, one at a time
forming a drum head!  A small silk can be
vanished, via your favorite method.

And can be commanded to reappear from
the empty Goblin Tube!  Voila!  By
breaking the tissue from one end or both
ends.

This can be done as a close-up miracle,
where its larger version of 10 inches tall is only for
platform or stage work!

Easy to carry and easy to perform at an instant!  (Silks
not provided.)  Same top quality as it was in the
1930’s, 1940’s and the 1950’s!

No Pulls!  No Palming!  No Fakes!

Does NOT come with silk.  Silks are also available at
Stevens Magic in many different sizes!

$25

Solid Color
Original Rice Silks

The following Rice Silks are available in
12-inch and 15-inch. Now you can
perform with the best or add these to
your collection, either way you’ll come
out on top!

Specify color:  Red, Blue, Yellow,
Black, White or Purple.

12-Inch Silks...$8
15-Inch Silks...$11

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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P&L’s
Phantom Tube

Beautifully bold red tube with nickel- plated
rings.  The tube is picked up from the table
and held up to the light so that the spectators
can look through it and see that it is entirely
empty. If desired, water can even be poured
through it to prove this. The tube is now held
in the palm of the hand and the spectator is
requested to make drum heads. The tube is
again help up to the light so that everyone
can visually see

that nothing has been loaded in the process.

Flags, handkerchiefs or similar articles are now
commanded to appear within the tube and instantly
they are seen to materialize, in full view of the audience.
The paper drum heads are immediately broken and
the audience is astonished at the production.

Measures 7 inches tall—Limited Availability. Certified—
Petrie Lewis.  Note: SILKS ARE NOT INCLUDED!

$45

P&L’s
Six Shot Lota

This little unit packs 6 shots!  Whether
using it for traditional routines, or as a
Scotch drinkers delight—it will deliver.
Lota bowls still play strong today, I
know because I use one in my act and
it remains one of the most talked about
effects in the show.

This is a nifty junior-sized version, which
measures approximately the size of

your fist. You pour a drink from it, leaving it apparently empty, but a few minutes
later you come back and can pour yet another drink from the previously empty
container!! This phenomenon continues until a total of six shots have been poured
from the tiny little lota container.  Can be used in both in adult and children’s
shows.

This prop has a beautiful glistening finish to it.  Spun in gleaming “non-rust”
Copper.

$50

Petrie-Lewis Presents...

Seller!

Seller!
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Magic Potato Chip Can
A new twist on an old gag! Trust us—this
is not your standard snake-in-the-potato-
chip can.  This is a not just a novelty or
gag, it’s a routine!

The labels have been placed on each side,
topsy-turvy, and this unit has TWO
openings!  The first opening features a
compartment where you can actually put
chips inside of it.  This is great because
you can ask a young participant if they
would like some chips, and as you hand
them the can, naturally they won’t have
anything to do with it!   So you take it
back, open it and remove a few chips and
eat them!  Not what the audience was
expecting at all.   Later you ask another person if they would like some chips, but
the audience members are still wary of the magician—so again—the magician
opens up the can and take a few potato chips and eats them.   Finally, someone is
willing to open the potato chip can to get some chips, only “this time,” when the
can is opened, BAM! A quality spring snake jumps from the can, leaving everyone
laughing, trying to figure out how the heck this happened!

Incredible price considering the mileage and comedy you will get out of it.
      $20

Too Good To Miss
Secrets Of  The

Snowstorm Combo
In recent years, the classic snowstorm effect has
gained more and more popularity.  We thought it
was time to explain one of magic’s best kept
secrets.  The book in this set is a complete
explanation of the Classic Snowstorm including
tips, suggestions and ideas to help bring a new
light on this stunning effect.  If you use this book
you will have the tools necessary to place your
own stamp of originality on a classic effect.

This combo item includes a 12.5-nch fan, 6
Snowstorm Packets (4 white, 1 red and 1 multi)
and a 30-page book filled with tips, tricks and
techniques for the Ultimate Snowstorm
Performance!

$45

Seller!
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Quality Silk Magic

Original Rice Silks...
6-Foot Character Silks

Original Rice Silk—Perfect Condition. Available in Dragon and Rabbit
In The Hat.

For years, magicians and collectors have been looking for original Rice silks in the
classic 6-foot design. These silks have the beautiful designs silk-screened on them.
They make a beautiful production item and many professionals use these silks for
backdrops to enhance their acts. Stevens Magic is proud to offer you the prettiest
silks, with the highest “momme” count in the entire magic world—there is nothing
to compare them with. These are in very limited quantities. Please specify
when ordering.

Dragon Or Rabbit In The Hat...$350 each

Goshman’s
$100 Silk

High quality, 100% silk
with a graphic of the US
$100.00 bill.  Size is 36
inches.

Nothing gets people’s
attention more than
MONEY!  Wait, okay—fire
trumps money.  But money is absolutely a sure fire way—to catch people’s attention.
Let’s face it, the $100 bill is the King.  This can also be used in conjunction with
corporate shows or is the perfect accessory anytime you want to incorporate a
financial message.

$15
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The Psychic Connection

Meir Yedid’s
Walk On Water Book Test
While on stage you mention that you would
like to try an experiment in mind reading. You
pull out a bag from the local book store, rip it
open and remove two hardcover books. Select
a spectator. Have her verify that she has never
met you, and have her select one of the two
books (free choice). Have her look through the
book and tell you how many pages it has.  A
second spectator is now asked to name any
page number in the book (free choice). The first
spectator now turns to the selected page and concentrates on the first word on
that page.  You now read the spectator’s mind and write down the word she is
thinking of.  Ask her to yell out the word she is thinking of, then show the audience
the word you wrote. They match. It’s a miracle.  But, it is not over yet. As an
afterthought, have the spectator think of the last word on that page. You can now
proceed to dramatically spell out the thought of word for a double miracle.

Comes complete with two special hard-cover books (Here On Earth:  A Natural
History Of The Planet and Worm: The First Digital World War) and an illustrated
instruction booklet.

It is quick, direct and easy to present...$75

Force 4
Originally designed for Wayne’s own chair
test “Signs of Chaos“. FORCE 4 can be
used in many types of routines. Serious
Mentalists and magicians in general will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act.

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and show four envelope.  As he
passes along a line of four spectator, each one chooses an envelope.  The spectators
have an absolutely FREE choice of any envelope.  EVERY choice is under the
performer’s control... Imagine the possibilities!   FORCE 4 does exactly what the
name suggests... it allows you to force four envelope or folded papers in a very fair
manner.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test,
Color Test, Mystery Bag and Bank Night Bonus.  Body
Language with Force 4, Signs of Chaos— Wayne Rogers,
Character Eye’s—For School Shows by Jim Kleefeld, and
Foreword —For Library Shows by Jim Kleefeld.

Standard Size Only...$145

Seller!
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Mother Of All
Book Tests 2.0

MOAB 2.0 (Mother Of All Book Tests) is
so simple to perform, so direct and powerful. This
is the book test a select group of professionals are
using to blow their audiences away. Can be
performed for an audience of one to one
thousand.  Close-up, walk-around, stage, radio and

TV—Anytime, anywhere.  All pages different.

No stooges, instant or otherwise. No preparation.  No
counting.  No gimmicks.  No angles. No prompters.  No

peeks. No glimpses.   No sleights.  No anagrams.  No forces. No short pages.

We have compiled a list of 225 common and uncommon objects that can be found
in these venues. When you arrive at the location, you select the object you want to
dramatically locate during your show.  A spectator "freely" selects a word (the
object) from the book and concentrates. Incredibly, you are able to lead them to it
in a dramatic fashion!  MOAB 2.0 re-writes the rules. We've redefined the book
test by including effects that can be used by magicians.  MOAB 2.0 makes possible
new and inventive presentations for those who perform effects.

 $299
Mother Of  All Book Tests

Pocket Edition
Simple Absolute Truth—This is the perfect
example and embodiment of the tremendous power
of a brand, something that is so strong it makes an
intense impression in the minds of top performers
world-wide. It’s instantly recognized as “the” official
and most revered booktest in all Magicdom—for many
reasons, not the least of which is the fact it has been
tried and tested for years by the best in the industry.
In this new world of portability and
transportation, this latest pocket edition opens
up a plethora of new opportunities and venues
previous impossible.

From consumer goods to how we gather information and news and now how equal
varieties of tools to engage and perform.  Never before have you, as a performer,
had such a plethora of choices, as well as unique opportunities to make an intense
impression. This pocket edition should be given strong consideration.  Straight
To Ad Copy If Desired: Sans industry analysis and introspective.

Ted Karmilovich changed the game forever with the Mother of All Book Tests (all
versions)!

$199

The Psychic Connection II
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Mystic
By Roni Shachnaey
Edited by Steve Drury

Mystic encapsulates a lifetime of Roni Shachnaey’s
mentalism and bizarre magick performance knowledge.
Sadly, we lost Roni this year of 2017.  The number of
people paying homage to him on social media after his
passing—including some of the arts brightest artist was
humbling.

Book is hardbound, with over 250 pages, it features
over 40 effects and ideas from Roni’s former professional
repertoire plus personal notes on his own approach to
Numerology, Tarot and Palm readings. It also
includes commendations from close friends,
Sheila Lyon, Lior Manor, Guy Bavli and Steve

Drury.  Foreword was written
by Docc Hilford.

$115

Dark Matters
The Arcane Thaumaturgy Of

Doctor Jacob Tordoff
By Roger Curzon

Stevens Magic is proud to continue or association with
Steve Drury Publishing with this latest offering—The
Arcane Thaumaturgy Of Doctor Jacob Tordoff.
A selection of new and updated bizarre magick
performances from the repertoire and creative mind
of Roger Curzon.

A dust-cover jacket,
hardbound book with 135
pages—it features 11 routines

of Roger’s plus some
supporting contributions

from Roni Shachnaey,
Steve Drury, Kotah, Andrew

Normansell and Ashton Carter.
Foreword by Jim Critchlow.

$53
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Well Worth The Read!

Bring It
By Will Fern

Originally written as Lecture
Notes... it grew and grew...
and is now a full 83-page
book with detailed and
illustrated instructions—a
wide variety of material for
working professionals.

Detailed written descriptions of the
following effects:  Bunny Blast, Shock & Awww,
Chan To Chanel, The Sentinel, The World’s
Toughest Card Trick, Trade Show Strategy, Trade
Show Opener, Gumshoe, The Full Cut Palm, The Squish Control, Naughty Or
Nice Tester, The Jumping Knot Of Chicago, Superman, Cheapo Ring-Go and
The Free & Unlimited Coinage Of Fun.

“This is not pie in the sky stuff.  This is stuff that Will uses all the
time (and now, so do I), and so will you.”  -- Rich Bloch

$30

Words About Wizards
Recollections Of  Magicians And Their

Magic 1930-1950
By Robert Parrish

Fabulous and colorful stories of legends of magic.  You
will enjoy this light reading about all of the performers
named below and enjoy the history of our art of magic.

A collection of sketches about magicians who figured in
the first half of the 20th Century.  Anecdotes about
magicians of the past and descriptions of their
performances have always held great fascination for all
of us.  Here are notes on some remarkable people who
flourished so many years ago!

Listed in the book are: Blackstone, Okito, Charlie
Miller, Harlan Tarbell, John Mulholland, Ricardo
Richardine, Jack Gwyne, Ed Renot, Joseffy, Balsamo,
Rosini, Mysterious Smith, Ade Duval, Paul Le Paul,
and W.F. Steele.

The book is hardbound with dust jacket, contains 67
pages—indexed and illustrated with photographs.

$25
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Classic Card Effects!
Encyclopedia Of  Card Tricks

By Jean Hugard
What a classic of card magic by Jean Hugard! This book
contains, between its covers, nearly every practical card trick
produced, invented and improved by magical students for
more than 40 years. Were one to sit back and mull over the
countless hours of study, concentration and brain-wracking
periods of mind fixation necessary to produce the contents,
it would stagger the best of imaginations. Mr. Hugard
tested every trick herein before placing it on paper.

Where, as was the case quite often, the original work
deleted or skipped over important details necessary for
correct performance, he discovered these missing
points and corrected the faults. Show after show may
be built from the contents of this book and it is doubtful
if the day will come when the tricks herein will not be
useful. It is highly probable
that this generation of
magicians and card trick fans

will again see the likes of the revised Encyclopedia Of
Card Tricks.

$22.50
The Royal Road To Card Magic
By Jean Hugard & Frederick Braue

This is one of the best books for the beginning card
magician.

Each chapter describes a different sleight followed by a
collection of tricks using that skill. A total of 76 carefully
chosen card tricks is explained with great illustrations. This
book has been the starting point for many card workers. In
this classic treatment the student is led, step-by-step, from
the easy to more complicated sleight-of-hand tricks. The
authors, both noted authorities on magic, present complete,
easy-to-understand explanations of shuffles, flourishes, the glide, the glimpse, false
shuffles and cuts, the pass, the classic force and many other
techniques. This hardbound book contains great illustrations

and features 298 pages!
$22.50
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Mentalized

By Dennis Hermanzo
If you are a mentalist who loves fancy gimmicks—
new groundbreaking principles or sleights—this book
is not for you!  But, if you want a book for
mentalists that is practical and features
audience-tested material—this is it!

Mentalized features 16 powerful routines all based
on classical principles in mentalism.  No pipe dreams
here!  No expensive apparatus needed.  All easy to
carry.  Simple, but powerful effects.  Everyday items
used.  Strong personal and direct effects.  This stuff
will hit your audience hard!

Learn to use verbal intelligence to achieve minor
miracles with a minimum of props.  This book includes effects/routines for stage
and close-up alike with:  blindfolds, predictions, telepathy, intuition, mind control, a
killer addition to any book test, two effects containing roses that will produce a
deep, emotional impact on your female audience members, Dennis’s versions of
how equivoque should be done, routines where the mentalist apparently is in danger
and where the spectator makes all the choices (performer is not in danger at all).
All in classical mentalism style.

You also get some small essays about Dennis’s views on mentalism and
what to do before, after and when you hit the stage!

Here are the chapters in the book:  Hit The Lights, My Thoughts, Personality
Number Five, The Karma Rose, Intuition Has Spoken, Project And Receive, Smell
The Rose, To Beer or Not To Beer, Control, A Women’s Touch, The Crumpled
Magic 8 Ball, Head Or Gut, The Mind’s Eye, Have A Coke And A Tear, Sophie’s
Choice, Cheers, Album Of The Week , One Of A Kind, My Views, About the
Author and The End.

“A wonderful compilation of easy to perform effects, all of which
have been used in ‘real time’ situations. No pipe dreams here...”
 --Banachek

“Like a good gourmet chef, Dennis has achieved momentum in
cooking up powerful, hard-hitting, high-impact
mentalism routines.” --Neal Scryer

“I’m really impressed by Dennis Hermanzo’s new
book Mentalized!  These routines are very

well staged with big entertainment
value!”   --Luca Volpe

$60
Mentalism From Copenhagen...$75

Seller!
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The Ten Card Miracle
The Ten Card Miracle presentation is as follows—The
performer looks around the room and jots down some
thoughts on a piece of paper which is then folded and
pocketed by an audience member.

A deck of cards is then passed out into the audience for a
number of spectators to examine and shuffle. One audience
member is then asked to remove ten cards from the deck
and shuffle them thoroughly. Turning his back to the crowd,
the performer instructs the volunteer to distribute nine of
the cards to nine different audience members in different
parts of the room, keeping the final card for himself. The
volunteers are asked to remember their cards and then

pocket them or hide them away somewhere. The performer faces the audience
and asks all ten people to stand. He instructs them all to concentrate on their card,
and should he name the card they have in mind, they are to immediately be seated.

Slowly at first, he begins to name cards. One by one, spectators take their seat. He
begins to call them out more quickly and the audience is aghast as more participants
sit down. There is finally one person left standing. The person holding the notes
that were jotted down before the deck of cards was even introduced is asked to
read aloud what was written down earlier. It mentions the card that the final person
will be thinking of. The person removes the card from his pocket and displays it. It
is, indeed, the card that was predicted!

The Ten Card Miracle is a routine that amazes, plays big, and has a killer
ending! Perfect for any size audience. No angles. No sleights. No extra gimmicks.
Just a deck that can be left in the audience at the end. Totally examinable. Included
in the booklet is Ted’s handling for performing the routine for youngsters using
alphabet flash cards. It’s perfect for audiences with kids of any age!

$50
That Reminds Me

By Michael Close
Foreword by Penn Jillette!  For more than 20 years, his
colleagues and friends have eagerly awaited a collection
of jokes from his large repertoire. That Reminds
Me is that book—more than 250 of the best jokes
ever told.

This is more than a joke book, though. Included are
personality profiles of the funny people who have enriched
Michael’s life and hilarious anecdotes about the crazy things
that have happened to him.  That Reminds Me will not
just make you laugh out loud; it will make your audience laugh out loud.

Just The Book You’ve Been Waiting For...$20

Seller!

Books Too Good To Miss!
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Books Too Good To Miss!
The Real Deal
By Mark Edward

Mark Edward is a professional mentalist who
specializes in magic of the mind.

If your goal in magic is to present those rarified
moments in real life when strange, unexplainable
instances of something supremely odd or
paranormal happens—and you are searching for
adventurous experiments where the rubber meets
the road with demonstrations of psychic power,
precognition, clairvoyance and the beyondness
of things not quite understood by science or
standard magic—then Mark Edward’s new book,
“The Real Deal,” is a resource you will want.

Each of the five fully scripted performance pieces, including the seven effects used
in Mark’s killer “Black Dahlia Séance,” is crafted to exploit and entertain aspects
of human nature that make us all crave the unusual, the unique and the truly
bizarre. The author of “Sense and Séance” has combined well researched
antiquarian storytelling of spirit intervention and simple conjuring techniques to
create strong, easy-to-build routines that will give your audience (or the sitters in
your séance circle) no other option but to sit back and wonder …is this The Real
Deal?

$95

Seller!

13 Steps To Mentalism
By Tony Corinda

Corinda mysteriously appeared on the magical scene.
Nobody has quite discovered where he came from, but in
no time, everybody knew he was there!  Today, he is known
throughout the world as an acclaimed inventor, writer and
teacher of mentalism.  Basically he gives it all to you...read

and learn from the master.  Book is
hardbound with over 420 pages.

He set out to compile the 13 Steps To
Mentalism...they are as follows:  1) Swami
Gimmick, 2) Pencil, Lip, Sound, Muscle
Reading, 3) Mnemonics & Mental Systems, 4) Predictions, 5)
Blindfolds & X-Rays, 6) Billets, 7) Book Tests & Supplement, 8)
Two-Person Telepathy, 9) Mediumistic Stunts, 10) Card Tricks,
11) Questions & Answer Effects, 12) Publicity Stunts and 13) Patter
& Presentations.

$35
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Mark Salem Presents...
Mindreading Compendium

Marc Salem’s latest Mindreading Compendium is a
peek inside someone who has been on the front lines
many times.  You will gain an incredible amount of insight
and knowledge from this project that is produced by the
winning team of Marc Salem and Richard Mark!

This project contains details of method and actual scripting.
How to respond to the information obtained is taught in
detail.  You will delight in this “never before revealed
technique that can be adopted to make your work shine
with humor and mystery.”  A collection of practical thought
reading techniques for modern audiences. Includes new
and original twists on standard methods and creative

routines disclosed for the first time. The complete, audience-tested, thought reading
presentations include: Two variations of the Dunninger approach, one of the Fogel
method, three of the U.F. Grant method and a major improvement on the mechanics
of the Hull system. Two of the routines come straight out of Marc Salem’s Mind
Games show.

The book features details of method and actual scripting. You learn how to respond
to the information obtained. You will delight in a never-before revealed technique
that can be adopted to make your work shine with humor and mystery.  Written
and published by Marc Salem and Richard Mark in 2017. Book is 6 x 9 inches,
perfect bound, 110 pages with photographs. Includes templates, printed cards
and labels that you can use for your performance. All our copies have been
hand-autographed by Marc Salem.

$65
Discover The Secrets Of

Mind Games
You will find presentations and methods for over 45 of his
performance pieces that have been seen by audiences from
Broadway to Edinburgh, from Dubai to the Sydney Opera
House, and hundreds of other venues in theaters around
the world.

Discover how this “ordinary man” became extraordinary
and, by following his story and learning from it, you, too,
may achieve success in your search for excellence.  This is
your opportunity to Discover The Secrets Of Marc
Salem’s Mind Games.

You get the softcover book as well as two discs with performance videos, tutorials,
Network TV specials, TV and radio appearances, stunts, posters, graphics and full
text of ‘Six Keys’ book, all to be used for your enlightenment as Marc Salem gives
himself away!

This item is not eligible for any discounts/coupons!      $120

Seller!

Seller!
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James Solberg Presents...

Magic Square
Methods And Tricks

This book introduces two previously unknown methods for
constructing 4-by-4 magic squares. Once you learn how, you
can build such magic squares quickly, directly, in real time
without having anything memorized or hidden in crib notes.
The methods are easy to learn and to perform, because you
never have to add more than two numbers at a time. In
addition, they offer unprecedented control over the outcome.

In addition to the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any number
in any cell), you can perform many magic square tricks and
stunts that would have been impractical without these new techniques. You will
also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips to ensure a maximum-
impact presentation.

 $60

More Magic
Square

Methods And Tricks
This book, second of a pair,
contains entirely new methods,
tricks, puzzles and stunts involving
magic squares, along with a new
theory that explains them.

Although it builds on the previous book (sold below),
for the most part the material is self-contained. It
introduces three classes of magic squares that are easy
to construct, are surprisingly versatile, and produce
the best possible outcomes. For both 4-by-4 and 5-
by-5 squares, you can start from any freely chosen

number in any chosen cell and complete a magic square as fast as you can write the
numbers, using no mental mathematics beyond counting. In addition to simplifying
the construction of 4-by-4 squares, these new methods crack the code for 5-by-5
squares, making them practical for live performances.

Many new tricks are made possible by these methods, such as constructing either a
4-by-4 or 5-by-5 magic square that contains a freely chosen number in a freely
chosen cell while blindfolded, or creating a 5-by-5 square that contains up to 10
freely chosen numbers. There are ideas for reversible squares (like the one on the
cover) and non-numerical squares involving ESP cards and geometric shapes. For
those with deeper interests, the final section contains a complete theoretical treatment
of magic squares of order, five including formula covering every possible solution.

 $50Catalog Special Only: Buy
Both Books & Save $10.00!

Seller!

Seller!
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We Will Miss Them!!
Eugene
Burger
Volume 44444

Eugene intertwines
dramatic storytelling
and penetrating
magic to delight

laypersons and magic devotees alike.
His unique a repertoire will charm your
intellect, imagination and emotions.

Here are few ‘gems’ on this DVD:
Diamond Jack, Gypsy Thread, Dracula
& The Sorority Girl, Cocaine Cigarette
and much more!

 $30

Eugene
Burger’s

Spirit
Magic

Volume 2424242424
Spirit Magic adds a

element of mystery to any ghoulish
gathering or macabre meeting.
Eugene’s the perfect teacher guiding you
through seances, mediums and close-up
and stand-up spirit magic.  He
demonstrates devices such as rapping
hands, spirit bells and spirit table.

Included on this DVD:  Spirit Candle
In The Bottle, Rising Bill, Spirit Messages
and much more! Shown also in a
‘Seance in Progress’.

 $30

Buy any 2 DVDs on this page
and save $10.00!

Paul
Daniels
Volume 3333333333

Anyone can do a
trick, but Paul
Daniels entertains!

No one matches his
versatility and repertoire.  On this DVD,
Paul doesn’t teach you sleights, lifts,
drops or passes...but by example he
shows you the real secrets: timing,
humor and entertainment.

This is a Performance Only DVD:
Lightning Fast ‘Magic Square’, Rabbit
In The Hat, Sidewalk Shuffle, Cut &
Restored $50 Bill, Daniels’ Version
Three Card Monte and lots more!

 $30

Daryl
Volume 7

Enjoy a firsthand
look at dazzling
magic known to
impress both ama-
teurs and pro-
fessionals. These
close-up miracles have been an around-
the-world ticket to winning some of
magic most prestigious awards!

Here are few ‘tricks’ on this DVD:
Double Dazzling Triumph, Fantastic
Knot, Snowshoe Sandwich,
Sympathetic Coins and must more!

 $30
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